
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS 5 

 

FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT 

 

 

 

AND NOTES 



 

 

AGENCY 

LAWYER FIRM 

LAWYERS NAMES 

  

OFFICE COMPLEX    Certificate of Mailing 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

 

ATTN:  To Whom It May Concern  Date _________________ 

 

Re:  Foreclosure Notice #__________ 

  

 

DEMAND TO CEASE AND DESIST COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 

PRIOR TO VALIDATION OF PURPORTED DEBT 
 

Pursuant to the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 U.S. C. §§ 1601, 1692 et seq. This 

constitutes timely written notice (sent within three (3) days of receiving the first notice)       

that I decline to pay        the attached erroneous purported debt (if a notice to pay is 

unlawful, it is NOT a debt)       which is unsigned and unattested, (the piece of paper 

notice cannot solicit money, there has to be a “person” who can inter act)       and which I 

discharge and cancel in its entirety,        without dishonor, (you must stay in honor at all 

times and you are disclosing this as criminal and you do not want to be a party to the 

fraud)       on the grounds of breach,        false representation        and fraud.(three types of 

accusations against you)   

 

15 U.S. C. § 1692 (e) states that a “false, deceptive, and misleading representation, in 

connection with the collection of any debt, (the people in congress legislated  rules 

governing  debt collection practices and they wrote them into the corporate law.  These 

laws protect the consumer from being taken advantage of)“includes #1  the false 

representation of the character or legal status of any debt and #2  further makes a threat to 

take any action that cannot legally be taken, a deceptive practice.  (#1  being de jure, the 

corporation CANNOT prosecute as they are foreign – you are not in their jurisdiction) 

(#2  if the debt collector does NOT have the original, BLUE INK copy of the contract, they 

should know they don't have a lawful claim to send you a notice requesting payment of a 

purported debt)       (be certain when constructing a notice or complaint, that one DOES 

what one says you are going to do, otherwise it becomes a “threat” and you don't want to 

threaten anyone) 

 

Such Notice omits information which should have been disclosed, such as vital citations, 

disclosing the agency's jurisdictional and statutory authority (this is a key factor, they 

MUST have jurisdiction).  Said Notice further contains false, deceptive and misleading 

representations, and allegations intended to intentionally pervert the truth for the purpose  



 

 

of inducing one, in reliance upon such, to part with property belonging to them and to 

surrender certain substantive legal and statutory rights. To act upon this Notice would 

divest one of his/her property and their prerogative rights, resulting in a legal injury. 

 

Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1692 (g) (4) Validation of Debts, if you have evidence to validate 

your claim that the attached presentment does not constitute fraudulent misrepresentation 

and that one owes this alleged debt, (you are demanding lawful proof of the proposed debt 

from the firm noticing you) this is a demand that, within 30 days, you provide such 

validation and supporting evidence to substantiate your claim.  Until the requirements of 

the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act have been met and your claim is validated, you 

have no jurisdiction to continue any collection activities. (This is similar in concept to the 

FOIA.  You are demanding positive proof of a lawful presentment from them, which they 

must give you according to the law – 15 U.S.C. § 1692 (g) (4) and you are calling them on 

it.) 

 

This is constructive notice that, absent the validation of your claim within 30 days, you 

must cease and desist any and all collection activity and are prohibited from contacting 

me, through the mail, (does anyone recognize mail fraud?) by telephone, (does anyone  

see wire fraud?) in person, at my home, or at my work.  You are further prohibited from 

contacting my employer, my bank, or any other third party.  Each and every attempted 

contact in violation of this Act, will constitute harassment and defamation of character and 

will subject your agency and/or board, and any and all agents in his/her/their individual 

capacities, who take part in such harassment, and defamation, to a liability for actual 

damages, as well as statutory damages of up to $1,000 for each and every violation, and a 

further liability for legal fees to be paid to any counsel (we have available an expert 

forensic accountant witness, state and federally qualified)which I may retain.  Further, 

absent such validation of your claim, you are prohibited from filing any notice of lien 

and/or levy and are also barred from reporting any derogatory credit information to any 

Credit Reporting Agency, regarding this disputed purported debt. 

 

Further, pursuant to the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1692 (g) (8) as 

you are merely an “agency,” or board, acting on someone else's behalf this is a demand 

that you provide the name of the original “principal,” or “holder in due course,” for whom 

you are attempting to collect this debt. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the law of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct.  Executed on ___________________________, 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sincerely, 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Your autograph 

Address 

City, State 

 

 

____________________ state 

 

 ____________________county 

 

The foregoing instrument was signed and acknowledged before me this _____day of 2017 

 

by ________________________________________who has shown proof of his/her 

identity.          Your name 

 

 

 

___________________________________________ 
Notary Public Print 

 

___________________________________________ 
Notary Public Signature 

 

My Commission Expires ______________________________ ` SEAL 

 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

The Fair Debt Practices Act is Federal.  It is governed by Federal rule.  Therefore, it 

should not be used in a state court, a state court cannot rule in the de jure man/woman's 

favor because of the federal venue.  The Federal Courts are unfriendly to de jure as they 

do NOT have jurisdiction over the de jure man or woman, therefore, they are unable to 

rule in favor of a de jure. 

 

  Attached is a court case in which a forensic accountant was an expert 

witness.  (Take notice that it was brought into a state court.).  The information and witness 

process is what is important  here.  THIS IS PROOF POSITIVE that the 3rd party debt 

collector does NOT have the ORIGINAL contract.  No original, no contract.  According to 

federal law, it is unlawful to collect 

 



If you take notice, the debt collectors are lawyers.  The bankers set it up that way so they 

are not on the front line collecting.  They give the job to the lawyers to prosecute.  Now 

that you understand, this notice is directed at the lawyer…..the person who will be the fall 

guy when you win this case.   

 

Banks sell off mortgages numerous times, double dipping.  There MUST be a contract in 

order to collect.   

 

Forensic Accountant 

Walker F. Todd Ohio bar no. 0064539 

Expert witness for the Defendants 

440-338-1169 

westodd@adelphia.net 

 

 

For your information - 

It is a useless project to apply for a national passport.  It will cost you up to $200  (if you 

expedite) which will result in receiving a “P” passport, not a national, right back where 

you were in the beginning.  Although it is stated on the passport application and 

instructions that you can receive a national passport, no one has obtained a national for at 

least 6 months now.   

 

 

mailto:westodd@adelphia.net

